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Motivationg

Multi-modal named-entity recognition (MNER) seeks to locate and classify named entities
mentioned in unstructured text into pre-defined categories with addictional visual
information.

Problems:
– Image and text representations are trained separately and not aligned
– Pretrained vision-language (V+L) models do not work well on MNER
◦ The models are trained with common nouns instead of named entities
◦ The image modality only plays an auxiliary role in MNER

Solution: Pretrained textual embeddings can utilize contexts to improve the token
representation of a sequence, so we propose:
– ITA: Convert the images into texts to utilize textual embeddings
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Figure 1. The architecture of ITA. ITA aligns an image into object tags, image captions and texts from OCR. ITA
takes them as visual contexts and then feeds them together with the input texts into the transformer-based
embeddings. In the cross-view alignment module, ITA minimizes the distance between the output distribution of
cross-modal inputs and textual inputs.

Image-text Alignments (ITA) g

Object Tags as Local Alignment (LA)
The image is localized into objects with an object detector
(OD) and the tags of each region textually describe the
local information in the image.

a, o = OD(I),where
a = {a1, a2, · · · , al} and o = {o1, o2, · · · , ol};
wLA = {a1, o1, a2, o2, · · · , al, ol}

Image Captions as Global Alignment (GA)
The global information of the image is presented by
captions, which is predicted by an image captioning model
(IC).

{w1,w2, · · · ,wk} = IC(I)
wGA=[w1, [X],w2, [X], · · · , [X],wk]

Optical Character Alignment (OCA)
The texts in the images are extracted by OCR model to
better utilize the enriched semantic information conveyed
by the images.

wOCA = OCR(I)

Cross-View Alignment (CVA)
Text-image (I+T) input view is denoted as one of wLA,
wGA, wOCA or the concatenation of all (All). CVA
minimizes the KL divergence over the probability
distribution of I+T and text (T) input views to overcome
noises from the image information.

LCVA(θ)=KL(pθ(y |ŵ)||pθ(y |w))

LCVA(θ)=
∑

y∈Y(x)

pθ(y |ŵ) log pθ(y |w)

Experiment Resultsg

Twitter-15 Twitter-17 SNAP

Train
Modal Approach

Eval Eval Eval
Modal Modal Modal
T I+T T I+T T I+T

BERT-CRF
T BERT-CRF 74.79 - 85.18 - 85.98 -

I+T

ITA-LA - 75.18 - 85.67 - 86.26
ITA-GA - 75.17 - 85.75 - 86.72
ITA-OCA - 75.01 - 85.64 - 86.52
ITA-All - 75.15 - 85.78 - 86.79
ITA-LA+CVA 75.26 75.20 85.72 85.62 86.51 86.41
ITA-GA+CVA 75.45 75.52 85.96 85.85 86.42 86.39
ITA-OCA+CVA 75.26 75.30 85.73 85.79 86.64 86.59
ITA-All+CVA 75.67 75.60 85.98 85.72 86.83 86.75

XLMR-CRF
T XLMR-CRF 77.37 - 88.73 - 89.39 -

I+T

ITA-LA - 77.64 - 89.29 - 89.68
ITA-GA - 77.78 - 89.32 - 89.78
ITA-OCA - 77.94 - 89.31 - 89.64
ITA-All - 77.81 - 89.62 - 90.10
ITA-LA+CVA 77.87 77.93 89.45 89.90 89.85 89.91
ITA-GA+CVA 78.03 78.02 89.41 89.62 89.85 90.09
ITA-OCA+CVA 77.57 77.59 89.32 89.55 89.90 89.84
ITA-All+CVA 78.25 78.03 89.47 89.75 90.02 90.15

Table 1. A comparison of ITA and our baseline.

Approach Twitter-15 Twitter-17 SNAP
REPORTED F1 OF PREVIOUS APPROACHES
BERT-CRF† 71.81 83.44 -
OCSGA♣ 72.92 - -
UMT† 73.41 85.31 -
RIVA‡ 73.80 - 86.80
RpBERTbase

♠ 74.40 - 87.40
UMGF⋄ 74.85 85.51 -

OUR REPRODUCTIONS
BERT-CRF 74.79 85.18 85.98
UMT 72.83 84.88 -
UMGF 74.42 85.27 -
RpBERTbase 67.21 - 62.14
Ours: ITA-All+CVA 76.01 86.45 87.44

Table 2. A comparison of our approaches and
state-of-the-art approaches.

Analysis and Discussion

Twitter-15 Twitter-17 SNAP

Approach
Eval Eval Eval

Modal Modal Modal
T I+T T I+T T I+T

ITA-Random - 74.67 - 84.98 - 85.82
ITA-GABU - 75.10 - 85.77 - 86.51
ITA-LABU - 75.18 - 85.59 - 86.57
ITA-OCAPaddle - 75.12 - 85.87 - 86.66
BERT-CRF+ImgFeat - 74.70 - 84.99 - 85.90
VinVL-CRF - 60.58 - 75.55 - 74.53
BERT+VinVL-CRF - 74.89 - 85.19 - 86.14
ITA-Joint 74.88 75.22 85.31 85.60 86.06 86.34

REFERENCES
RpBERT w/o Rp - 72.60 - - - 86.20
ITA-All+CVA 75.50 75.41 85.89 85.84 86.83 86.75

Table 3. A comparison of other variants of MNER
models.

LOC ORG PER OTHER
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Twitter-15
BERT-CRF 80.0 83.8 81.8 65.9 61.0 63.3 84.2 86.8 85.4 44.2 44.2 44.1
ITA-All+CVA 81.1 84.2 82.6 68.8 60.6 64.4 84.0 87.2 85.6 44.9 44.6 44.8
∆ 1.1 0.4 0.8 2.8 -0.4 1.1 -0.2 0.4 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.6

Twitter-17
BERT-CRF 85.5 84.4 84.9 83.5 83.8 83.7 90.7 90.8 90.7 68.9 65.1 66.9
ITA-All+CVA 86.0 83.7 84.8 83.9 84.2 84.0 91.9 90.9 91.4 73.7 64.3 68.6
∆ 0.5 -0.7 -0.1 0.3 0.4 0.4 1.2 0.1 0.7 4.8 -0.8 1.7

SNAP
BERT-CRF 82.1 82.8 82.5 87.8 86.9 87.3 91.0 91.5 91.2 72.3 75.1 73.7
ITA-All+CVA 80.3 81.7 81.0 87.8 86.5 87.1 90.1 91.2 90.6 70.1 73.2 71.6
∆ 1.9 1.1 1.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.6 2.2 1.9 2.1

Table 4. A comparison between our ITA and the baseline in precision (P),
recall (R) and F1. ∆: the relevant improvement of ITA over the Baseline.

Twitter-15 Twitter-17 SNAP

Approach
Eval Eval Eval

Modal Modal Modal
T I+T T I+T T I+T

ITA-Random - 74.67 - 84.98 - 85.82
ITA-GABU - 75.10 - 85.77 - 86.51
ITA-LABU - 75.18 - 85.59 -
ITA-OCAPaddle - 75.12 - 85.87 - 86.66
BERT-CRF+ImgFeat - 74.70 - 84.99 - 85.90
VinVL-CRF - 60.58 - 75.55 - 74.53
BERT+VinVL-CRF - 74.89 - 85.19 - 86.14
ITA-Joint 74.88 75.22 85.31 85.60 86.06 86.34

REFERENCES
RpBERT w/o Rp - 72.60 - - - 86.20
ITA-All+CVA 75.50 75.41 85.89 85.84 86.83 86.75

Table 4: A comparison of other variants of MNER mod-
els.

drop slightly comparing with our BERT-CRF base-
line, which shows the improvement of our approach
is from the visual contexts rather than extending
the input sequence length the embeddings.

ITA-Joint: It is an ablated model of ITA-
All+CVA. We train the ITA-All model for both input
views without the CVA loss in Eq. 5. The model
accuracy is improved moderately with only the T
input view while our ITA-All+CVA can improve
both input views significantly, which shows the
effectiveness of the CVA module of ITA.

ITA-LABU and ITA-GABU: We conduct experi-
ments to see how the accuracy changes when using
weaker image features. We use Bottom-Up features
proposed by Anderson et al. (2018) for object detec-
tion and image captioning. The captioning model is
a pretrained image captioning model10 proposed by
Luo et al. (2018) with the Bottom-Up features and
self-critical training (Rennie et al., 2017). Results
show that there is no significant difference between
the visual contexts from Bottom-Up features and
VinVL features. Therefore, our approaches can
utilize other off-the-shelf vision models to extract
visual contexts.

ITA-OCAPaddle: We conduct experiments to see
how the accuracy changes when using stronger
OCR models. We use PaddleOCR11 for the exper-
iment, which is one of the newest open resource
lightweight OCR system. Results show that the
model accuracy can be slightly improved compar-
ing with ITA-OCA, which shows the ITA models

10https://github.com/ruotianluo/
self-critical.pytorch

11https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/
PaddleOCR
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Figure 2: A relation between the number of captions
input to the MNER model and model accuracy. The
x-axis is the number of captions. The y-axis is the
averaged F1 score on the test set.

can be improved by using better OCR models.

BERT-CRF+ImgFeat: Instead of ITA, we can di-
rectly feed the image region features generated
from an object detector into the BERT. We use
ResNet-152 model to generate region features and
then feed the features into a linear layer to project
the region features into the same space of text
features in the BERT. Moreover, we compare the
model with RpBERT w/o Rp, which is an ablated
model of RpBERT and is equivalent to BERT-
CRF++ImgFeat over the usage of BERT embeddings.
Sun et al. (2021) showed RpBERT w/o Rp can
improve the model accuracy compared with their
baseline. However, our results show that the model
accuracy slightly drops comparing with our BERT-
CRF, which shows that it is difficult for the atten-
tion module of BERT to learn the relations of the
unaligned representations of two modalities.

VinVL-CRF: To show how the pretrained V+L
models perform on the NER task, we use VinVL
since it is a very recent state-of-the-art pretrained
V+L model on a lot of multi-modal tasks. We
feed the VinVL model with texts and images in the
MNER datasets and finetune the model over the
task. We take the text representations output from
VinVL as the input of the CRF layer. The accuracy
of the finetuned VinVL model drops significantly
compared to the BERT model, which shows that
the inductive bias of the pretrained V+L model
hurts the model accuracy on MNER.

BERT+VinVL-CRF: As the VinVL model may
lead to an inductive bias over the common nouns
and the image, we jointly finetune the BERT and
VinVL models and concatenate the output text rep-
resentations of the two models. The accuracy is
improved on a moderate scale, which shows BERT
is complementary to VinVL for MNER.

Figure 2. A relation between the number of captions input to
the MNER model and model accuracy. The x-axis is the
number of captions. The y-axis is the averaged F1 score on
the test set.
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Figure 3: Averaged L2 distance between the token rep-
resentations without image input (ri) and with image
input (r′i). The error bars mean the standard deviation
over 5 runs.

3.4 Analysis

Effect of the Number of Captions Using more
captions output from the captioning model can im-
prove diversities of the visual contexts but can add
noises to them as well. To better understand how
the number of captions affects the model accu-
racy, we change the beam size and keep all the
sentences output from the captioning model. The
trends in Figure 2 show that the model accuracy
increases until 5 captions for all the datasets and
gradually drops when the number of captions fur-
ther increases for Twitter-15 and 17 datasets. The
observation shows that using 5 captions keeps a
good balance between the diversities and correct-
ness of the captions.

How ITA Eases the Cross-Modal Alignments
Previous work such as Moon et al. (2018); Sun
et al. (2021) visualized modality attention in sev-
eral cases to show the effectiveness of their ap-
proaches. However, visualizing the multi-layer
attention in transformer-based embeddings is rela-
tively difficult. Instead of studying special cases,
we statistically calculate the averaged L2 distance
between token representations ri and r′i from two
input modalities to show how the token representa-
tions depend on image information. In Figure 3, the
L2 distance ITA-All is significantly larger than that
of BERT-CRF+ImgFeat. Besides, the standard
deviation of BERT-CRF+ImgFeat is very large.
The observations show the image region features
make the alignment become difficult and unstable
while our visual contexts can significantly ease the
cross-modal alignments. Moreover, with CVA, the
L2 distance becomes much smaller and stable as
CVA aligns the two input views to reduce the depen-
dence on images, which shows the MNER model
can better utilize the textual information with CVA.

How Images Affect the NER Prediction To
study the effectiveness of the images over each

label, we show a comparison between our model
and our baselines in Table 5. When the relative
improvement of the F1 score is larger than 0.5, the
relative improvement of precision is larger than that
of recall. The observation shows that the main im-
provement of MNER is mainly because the images
can help the model to reduce false-positive predic-
tions for disambiguation on uncertain entities.12

4 Related Work

Multi-modal Named Entity Recognition Most
of the previous approaches to MNER focus on
the interaction between image and text features
through attention mechanisms. Moon et al. (2018)
proposed a modality attention network to fuse the
text and image features before the input to the BiL-
STM layer. Lu et al. (2018) additionally used a
visual attention gate for the output features of the
BiLSTM layer. Zhang et al. (2018) proposed an
adaptive co-attention network after the BiLSTM
layer to model the interaction between image and
text. Recently, Wu et al. (2020) proposed OCSGA,
which use object labels to model the interaction
between image and object labels in an additional
dense co-attention layer. Compared with the work,
we show a simpler and more effective way to uti-
lize object labels and additionally use other align-
ment approaches to further improve the model ac-
curacy. Yu et al. (2020) proposed UMT, which
utilized a multi-modal interaction module and an
auxiliary entity span detection module for MNER.
Zhang et al. (2021a) proposed UMGF, which uti-
lizes a pretrained parser to create the graph connec-
tion between visual object tags and textual words.
They used a graph attention network to fuse the
textual and visual features. In order to better
model whether the image is related to the text, Sun
et al. (2021) proposed RpBERT, which addition-
ally trains on a text-image relation classification
dataset proposed by Vempala and Preoţiuc-Pietro
(2019) to prevent the negative effect of noisy im-
ages. Comparing with RpBERT, we use CVA to let
the NER model better utilize the input sentences
without such kinds of supervision. All of these
approaches focus on fusing the image and text fea-
tures through the attention mechanism but ignore
the gap between the image and text features while
we propose to fully utilize the attention mecha-
nism in the pretrained textual embeddings through

12In Appendix A.3, we show several cases to show the
effectiveness of ITA to affect NER prediction.

Figure 3. Averaged L2 distance between the token
representations without image input (r i) and with image input
(r ′i). The error bars mean the standard deviation over 5 runs.

Case Study

(a) Importance of visual context (b) Importance of Modality Distribution Alignment

Text: NBA : Lakers should target LeBron Durant - Johnson . . .
Captions: two baseball players standing next to each other . ...
Object Tags: men, blue shirt, man, gray shirt, short hair ...

Gold Labels:                   S-ORG | S-ORG | S-PER | S-PER | S-PER
Baseline:                   S-ORG | S-ORG | S-PER | S-PER | S-PER
ITA-All:                      S-ORG | S-ORG | S-PER | B-PER | I-PER | E-PER
ITA-All+CVA (T): S-ORG | S-ORG | S-PER | S-PER | S-PER
ITA-All+CVA (I+T): S-ORG | S-ORG | S-PER | S-PER | S-PER

Text: TWICE go unnoticed in Times Square during " 
TT " cover performance
Captions: two girls posing for a picture in front of a crowd ...
Object Tags: young girl, white shirt, building,girl, eye ...

Gold Labels:        S-PER | B-LOC | E-LOC | S-MISC
Baseline:               | B-LOC | E-LOC | S-MISC
ITA-All:                     S-PER | B-LOC | E-LOC | S-MISC
ITA-All+CVA (T):  S-PER | B-LOC | E-LOC | S-MISC
ITA-All+CVA (I+T): S-PER | B-LOC | E-LOC | S-MISC

Text: Who knew ? If you turned Donald 
Duck upside down , you get the other Donald .
OCR: Donald Donald

Gold Labels:     B-MISC | E-MISC | S-PER
Baseline:           B-MISC | E-MISC
ITA-OCA:        B-MISC | E-MISC | S-PER

(c) Examples of the positive effects of OCA

Figure 4. Three case studies to show the effectiveness of ITA.


